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Molecular Imaging: FRET Microscopy and Spectroscopy (Methods in Physiology Series)Academic Press, 2005

	The detection and measurement of the dynamic interactions of proteins within the living cell are critical to our understanding of cell physiology and pathophysiology. With FRET microscopy and spectroscopy techniques, basic and clinical scientists can make such measurements at very high spatial and temporal resolution. But sources of...
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GPU Pro 4: Advanced Rendering TechniquesCRC Press, 2013

	GPU Pro4: Advanced Rendering Techniques presents ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve many of your day-to-day graphics programming challenges. Focusing on interactive media and games, the book covers up-to-date methods for producing real-time graphics.


	Section editors Wolfgang Engel,...
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Instant Ember.js Application Development How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ember.js is a frontend web development framework that organizes your JavaScript into clean, reusable code. With its powerful tools and concepts at your disposal you can create large scale web applications that rival native applications.


	No matter how big your application gets, Ember.js makes your code manageable.

...
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Time-Dependent Problems and Difference MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Praise for the First Edition


	". . . fills a considerable gap in the numerical analysis literature by providing a self-contained treatment . . . this is an important work written in a clear style . . . warmly recommended to any graduate student or researcher in the field of the numerical solution of partial...
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Big Data Application Architecture Q&A: A Problem - Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Big Data)Apress, 2013

	Big Data Application Architecture Pattern Recipes provides an insight into heterogeneous infrastructures, databases, and visualization and analytics tools used for realizing the architectures of big data solutions. Its problem-solution approach helps in selecting the right architecture to solve the problem at hand. In the process of...
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Troubleshooting PostgreSQLPackt Publishing, 2015

	Intercept problems and challenges typically faced by PostgreSQL database administrators with the best troubleshooting techniques


	About This Book

	
		Detect and solve performance, indexing, and fuzzy matches problems and more in an effective way
	
		Tune PostgreSQL databases and remove bottlenecks...
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Canon EOS Rebel T6i / 750D For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2015

	Get picture-perfect shots with your Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D


	Your Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D is capable of taking incredibly cool and truly frame-worthy photos, but unless you know how use it properly your pictures won't be worth a thousand words. Luckily, Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D For Dummies is packed with the...
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The MD Anderson Manual of Medical OncologyMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	A concise, up-to-date clinician's guide to cancer management -- from the leaders in the field


	A Doody's Core Title!


	The MD Anderson Cancer Center is ranked as the world's leading institution in cancer medicine. With publication of the MD Anderson Manual of Medical Oncology, the editorial...
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Geometric Algorithms and Combinatorial Optimization (Algorithms and Combinatorics 2)Springer, 1988

	This book develops geometric techniques for proving the polynomial time solvability of problems in convexity theory, geometry, and - in particular - combinatorial optimization. It offers a unifying approach based on two fundamental geometric algorithms: - the ellipsoid method for finding a point in a convex set and - the basis reduction...
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Cognitive Linguistics for Linguists (SpringerBriefs in Linguistics)Springer, 2020

	This volume offers an introduction to cognitive linguistics, written by authors who were engaged in the field from its beginnings. It starts by reviewing these early studies and provides an overview of the sources and conceptual underpinnings of the theory. This is followed by a description of how cognitive linguistics has been (and continues to...
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Our War Paint Is Writers' Ink: Anishinaabe Literary Transnationalism (SUNY series, Native Traces)SUNY Press, 2018

	
		The first word of Anishinaabemowin my father ever taught me
	
		was “miigwech”—“thank you”—because it is the most important. I
	
		have had many opportunities to use the word over the course of writ
	
		ing this book, but I would be remiss if I didn’t take the time to say it
	
		once...
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RxJava for Android Developers: with ReactiveX and FRPManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	RxJava for Android Developers teaches you how to build fast, fluid, and reactive mobile apps for Android with RxJava.

	

	Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	

	About the Technology

	
...
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